Method for chronological recording of antigen appearance in human head-hair shafts and its use for monitoring glycation products in diabetes.
We describe immunochemical assays of non-enzymatic glycation products in human head-hair protein extracts and hair cross sections using Western blots and a novel "dot-block" methodology. In the latter, groups of approximately 15 hair fibers, clipped at about 1 mm proximal to the scalp-skin were aligned, wound around, and attached to 3 mm diameter araldite screw rods. Up to 40 such rods were next embedded lengthwise in additional araldite polymer creating a solid block and the top surface of the block was sectioned off to the half-diameters of the screw rods thus exposing accurately transected hair cross sections at regular ( approximately 0.5 cm) intervals. Early- and advanced-glycation products (EGAs and AGEs, respectively) were determined in the exposed cross sections in-situ using specific antibodies and ECL densitometry as in conventional Western blots. Both Western blots and this technique demonstrated 3.1 fold EGAs increases in the proximal 2 cm of hair of diabetics as compared to non-diabetics. Dot-blocks, in addition, were less variable and demonstrated exponential EGAs decreases along fibers distally, with calculated intercepts (at the hair roots) of 4.9 fold increases in diabetics as opposed to non-diabetics and half-lives of 6.0, 5.9 and 9.0 months in hair of non-diabetics, gestational diabetics and diabetic patients, respectively. Correlations in amounts of BG vs. HbA1(c), BG vs. EGAs, and HbA1(c) vs. EGAs, using dot-block and clinical lab data were all significant (p<0.05). Acute onset T1D patients, defined as previously unsuspected patients diagnosed upon hospitalization due to diabetic complications, exhibited nearly identical EGAs levels in their proximal 0-9 cm hair as did T1D patients with long-established diabetes, thus supporting the notion of long and insidious T1D etiology. Removal of 1-2 microm layers from dot-block surfaces enabled their re-use for multiple assays. Applied anti-AGEs antibodies demonstrated slight decreases or no significant changes in CML and MGI along hair shafts of normal and diabetic subjects. Fluctuations in EGAs and AGEs along hair shafts, indicating alterations in glycemic control were also observed. We conclude that the dot-block method has a potential for early diagnosis and monitoring of diabetes, and more generally, as a long term "biological record" of various chronic medical conditions.